
Supplementary Figures: 

 

Supplementary Figure 1: Alpha diversity metrics across studies and as a function of 

disease status 

Supplementary figure 1A – SS-UP, 1B- QIIME-CR: Alpha diversity distribution varied more as a 

function of sequencing depth than in the comparison of CRA or CRC versus controls 

(Supplementary Table 3)  

Alpha diversity measures displayed include richness measure – Observed or total observed 

taxa which determines the total number of reads mapped to OTUs and evenness (even 

distribution of the proportional abundances of the species) measures: Shannon which assumes 

that all species are represented in a sample and are randomly sampled and InvSimpson or 

Inverse Simpson diversity (which gives more weight to dominant species) 

Abbreviations: CRA: Colorectal adenoma, CRC: Colorectal carcinoma, SS-UP – Strain Select 

UPARSE, QIIME-CR: QIIME Closed Reference 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure 2: Differential abundance in CRC and CRA versus controls across both 

bioinformatics pipelines. The figure depicts significantly differentially abundant features 

(Log2fold change >1.5 or <-1.5, Wald test FDR p < 0.01) in CRC Vs control (2A), CRA vs 

Control (2B) (SS-UP pipeline) and by the QIIME-CR pipeline in CRC Vs control (2C) and CRA 

Vs control (2D) In the figure, colors represent phylum and the size of the point is scaled 

inversely to the FDR adjusted p values. The larger the point, the lower is the FDR adjusted p-

value. “94OTU36460” describes a 94% (species-level) OTU cluster for which no standard 

taxonomic name has been assigned. Abbreviations: CRC- Colorectal Cancer, SS-UP: Strain 

Select UPARSE, FDR: False Discovery Rate. 

 



 



 



Supplementary Figure 3: Relative abundance distribution of taxa identified by REM in the SS-

UP pipeline 

Supplementary Figure 3A and 3B depict the relative abundance distribution of taxa selected 

by REM across various studies. At the sequencing depths employed some taxa were detected 

in only a fraction of the samples and only in one phenotype (CRC) for several studies in the 

QIIME-CR pipeline.   

Abbreviations: SS-UP: Strain Select UPARSE, QIIME-CR: QIIME Closed Reference, CRC- 

Colorectal Cancer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure 4: Variable importance of different RF classifiers 

This figure depicts features ranked by their importance (Top 20 features depicted, most 

important at top to least at bottom) in the random forest classifier built to classify CRC cases. 

Each row is a microbial OTU. The microbial feature only classifier (4A) comprised of 430 

samples (CRC (n=195) and Control (n=235)). For a subset of samples (4B, n=156), microbial 

features were combined with clinical features (age, gender, FOBT (any FOBT result, FOBT_P – 

positive FOBT, FOBT_N – negative FOBT). In this model, a Proteobacteria OTU ranked higher 

than the FOBT positive test in its ability to distinguish CRC cases in the SS-UP classifier. The 

QIIME-CR classifier microbial classifier (4C) had a lower AUROC than the corresponding SS-

UP classifier. It did rank some similar taxa such as Parvimonas sp, Porphyromonas sp. and 

Dialister sp. among others important in classification.  Finally, the QIIME-CR clinical + microbial 

classifier (4D) had a lower accuracy than the corresponding SS-UP classifier (Supplementary 

Table 9) had several different OTUs with the same taxonomic annotation (Firmicutes 

unclassified) in the classifier. 

 Abbreviations: RF: Random Forest, SS-UP: Strain Select UPARSE, QIIME-CR: QIIME Closed 

Reference OTU picking. “97OTU12932” describes a 97% (species-level) OTU cluster for which 



no standard taxonomic name has been assigned. The OTU IDs denote strain and reclassified 

de novo OTU IDs for SS-UP and GreenGenes IDs for QIIME-CR 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure 5A, 5B: QIIME-CR classifier ROCs.  

Supplementary figure 5A depicts the leave one study out classifier for the QIIME-CR pipeline. 

Excluding the Wang_V3_454 study most significantly decreased classification accuracy for the 

overall microbial classifier (purple, AUROC 71% compared to total QIIME-CR microbial 

classifier 77%, DeLong’s p = 0.0003). Supplementary figure 5B depicts the study-by-study 

random forest classifier ROC. Some studies had higher AUROC than the total microbial cohort 

QIIME-CR classifier (Zackular_V4_MiSeq, Wang_V3_454, and Zeller_V4_454), while the rest 

had lower total classifier AUROC as compared to the QIIME-CR classifier.  

Abbreviations: QIIME-CR - QIIME Closed Reference OTU picking, ROC – Receiver Operator 

Characteristic, AUROC – Area Under Receiver Operator Characteristic 



 

Supplementary Figure 6: CRA classifiers for QIIME-CR and SS-UP 

Supplementary figure 6 demonstrates the CRA vs control and CRA vs CRC classifiers for both 

bioinformatics pipeline. The CRA vs control classifier AUROC was similar for both pipelines 

(~61%). SS-UP had moderately better accuracy when classifying CRA cases vs CRC cases 

(AUROC – 81.1%) as compared to QIIME-CR (AUROC – 72.9%) 

Abbreviations: CRA – Colorectal Adenoma, QIIME-CR - QIIME Closed Reference OTU picking, 

SS-UP – Strain Select UPARSE, AUROC – Area Under Receiver Operator Characteristic, AUC 

– Area Under Curve (AUROC and AUC are synonymous) 

 


